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Modified r-Method for the Finite Element Adaptive
Analysis of Plane Elastic Problems

Hyung-Seok Oh " and Jang-Keun Lim**
(Received August 25, 1995)

The nodal relocation method (r-method) is used to uniformly distribute element discretiza

tion errors over an analytic model and improve the solution quality. When this r-rnethod is

performed with Zienk iewicz-Zhu's error estimator, its converged solution can not be easily

obtained without many iterative calculations. Further, this method also may deteriorate solution

quality because of serious element distortion. This paper suggests a new error estimator which

can evaluate the size and the distortion error of an isoparametric element separately and

proposes a modified r-method based on this error estimator. Various numerical experiments

show that the proposed error estimator properly evaluates the element discretization errors and

the modified r-method can be easily applied to the practical analysis owing to the comparatively

fa" convergent characteristics.

Key Words: Adaptive Analysis, Error Estimate, Nodal Relocation Method (rmethod), Size

Error. Distortion Error, Finite Element Method

1. Introduction

The finite element method, being used with ease

and giving comparatively correct results, has

become an important tool for the analysis and

design of engineering problems. It has long been

realized, however, that the quality of finite ele

ment solutions greatly depends on the element

d iscret ization methods.

For this reason, many authors (Babuska et al.,

19~6; Lee and Bathe, 199::; Zienkiewicz and Zhu,

19~7) have concentrated their efforts on the evalu

ation of the element discretization error. Espe

cially, Zienkiewicz-Zhu's error estimator (Zien

kiewicz and Taylor, 1989; Zienkiewicz and Zhu,

1987) for the elliptic type problems has received a

lot ofnterest. It estimates the discretization error

of finite elements through comparing the finite

element stress solution with a modified continu

ous stress solution.
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The nodal relocation method (Dial. et al., 1983;

Kikuchi, 1986; Martinez and Samartin, 1991;

McNeice and Marcal, 1973; Noor and Babuska,

1987; Shephard et al., 1980; Turche, 1976; Turche

and McNeice. 1974) is a scheme that distributes

equally the discretizing error over all elements

within a given domain, by moving the nodal

coordinates, thus, it is possible to generate an

optimal mesh with a fixed degree-or-freedom. In

the 1970s, some optimization techniques were

commonly applied in the r -method in order to

find an optimal mesh. At that time, it was

assumed that each fin ite element had to share an

equal amount of strain energy for linear elastic

problems. In 1983, a new iterative method was

suggested by R. Dial. et al. using a smoothing

scheme. This method was very simple and worked

reasonably well for static problems. However, this

method had the disadvantage of increasing the

amount of calculation due to many iteration

numbers. These would be the main reason why h

and p-methods are today more popular than the

r-rnethod, although these methods rapidly

increase the total degrees-of-freedom. However,

if the iteration numbers can be reduced enough as
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Fig. I 4 -node isoparametric element and its coordinate

systems

to apply to practical problems, the r-rnethod

would be as popular as an adaptive refinement

strategy.

On the other hand, severely distorted elements

are often generated in the application of the r

-method based on Zienk iewicz-Zhu's error or

strain energy. The construction of these distorted

elements is mainly due to the changes of nodal

coordinates and leads to poor approximation of

the finite element solution. Therefore. it is neces

sary to control the element shape during the

relocation of nodes.

In the finite element approximations, the size

and the shape of an element are the most signifi

cant factors which affect to the solutions. Gener

ally, the discretizing error can be defined with the

size and the shape distortion error of an element.

Zienkiewicz-Zhu's error estimator is also capable

of evaluating the discretizing error as single stress

error. However, in order to control element shape

in the r-rnethod with Zienkiewicz-Zhu's error

estimator. it has to be separated into the size and

the distortion errors.

This paper proposes a method which separates

Zienkiewicz-Zhu's error into the size and the

distortion errors for a 2D 4--node isoparametric

element. A modified r-method, which can be used

to find a near-optimal finite element mesh and to

reduce greatly the computational time, is also

presented using the error estimator.

2. Definition of Discretizing Error

In order to see how to separate Zienkiewicz

-Zhu's error into the size and the distortion error

for the 2D 4-node isoparametric finite element, let

us recall some of the essential features of the well

-known isoparametric and quadrilateral ele

ments.

2.1 Isoparametric and quadrilateral ele

ments

where

and the stiffness matrix is

K I = r (SN J
) TDSNldQ

)"

= r(81) lDB JdQ
)u

(I)

(2)

2.1.1 Isoparametric element (Cook et al.,

1989)
In the isoparametric element shown in Fig. L

the shape functions can be expressed as

In the above equations, the superscript and

(~i' 7},) represent the isoparametric element and

the coordinates of node i in the local coordinate

system, respectively; S. Band D in Eq. (2) are the

partial differential operator matrix, the strain
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In the above Eqs. (6) and (7), the superscript

Q denotes the quadrilateral element and other
notations are defined in Eq. (2).

NF=G1,+ GuX+ G3'Y+ G4,xy

and the stiffness matrix of a quadrilateral element

can be written as

matrix and the elastic constant matrix, respective
ly.

2.1.2 Quadrilateral element (Zienkiewicz

and Taylor, 1989)
In the quadrilateral element shown in Fig. 2,

the displacement fields can be assumed with

unknown constants a,(i= 1,2, "', 7, 8) as

u =al + azx+ a3Y + a4XY
v = as + a6X +a7Y + asxy, or

K Q=1(SNQ) TDSNQdQ

= 1(BQ) TDBQdQ (7)

u=Xa (3)

Substituting nodal coordinates into Eq. (3),

~= Ca (4)

2.2 Zienkiewicz-Zhu's error estimator

Zienkiewicz-Zhu's stress error can be expressed

as
we can obtain the constant vector as (8)

where

G=C- 1

In Eqs. (4) and (5), ~ is the nodal displace

ment vector, i. e., ~=[Ul VI UZ VZ U3 V3 U4 V4Y,
and C is the constant matrix which is expressed

as nodal coordinates. Simple manipulation of

Eqs. (3) and (5), then, leads to the shape func

tions as

(9)

(lOa)

( lOb)

(J~(J*=N(jav

afv=~± (DSN),~
In e~l

where (J is the exact stress vector and (j is the

approximated stress vector over an element. Using

this stress error, the stress error norm is computed

as

where Q is the area of an element.

Zienkiewicz and Zhu approximate the exact
stress vector in Eq. (8) through the nodal averag

ing process as follows:

(5)

(6)

a=G~

where

3
where m is the number of elements surrounding
node i ; afV and ~ are the average stress vector of

node i and the nodal displacement vector of

element e, respectively.

(II)

4

l_Y~~_ X

Fig. 2 4-node quadrilateral element

2

2.3 Size error and distortion error of an
element

In the finite element method based on the
displacement, the local element displacements at
any point of the 4-node isoparametric element

can be assumed in the local coordinate system
shown in Fig. 1 as

U = Yl+ Yz~+ rsr; + Y4~r;

V= Ys + Y6~+ Y7r; + rs~r;

where Yl- r« are unknown constants. Therefore,
the displacement fields of the quadrilateral ele
ment in Eq. (3) differ from those of an isopar-
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and the physical meanings of coefficients are
shown in Fig. 3.

Substituting Eq. (12) to Eq. (3), the displace

ment u of the quadrilateral element can be seen
as :

(12)

where

ametric element depending on the shape of the

element as illustrated below.
The geometric interpolations of an isopar

ametric element are defined by

x=al + a2~+ a:J17 + a'~17

y = 131 + !32~ + 133 17 + !3'~17

1al=4(xI + XZ+X3+ x.)

1a2=4( - XI +X2+ X3- x.)

1a3=4( - XI- X2+ X3+X,)

1a'=4CYI - X2+ X3- x,)

1131 =-:r(YI +Y2+Y3 +y,)

1!3z=-f( --Yl + yz+ Y3- y,)

1!33=4( - YI - Y2 + Y3 + y,)

u = (al + a2al + r13!31 + a,al!3l) + {r12a2 + a3!32
+ a,(al!32+ a2!3d }~+{a2a3+aJ!33

+ a, (al!3:J+ a3!31)} 17 + {r12a, + a3!3.
+ a. (al!3, + az!33 + a:J!3z + a.!31) }~71
+ (I. a2!32;;Z + a, a:; 133 172+ a, (a2!3"
+ G.!32) ~217 + (1, (a3!3, + G,!33) !;T/
+a.a.!3.;;Z17z (13)

From Eq. (13) and Fig. 3, the coefficients a3'
a" 132 and 13, become zero in the rectangular
element shown in Fig. 3 (a). In this case, the

transformation between the mapping coordinate

system and the global coordinate system can be

X

(a) a3=a,c~0. /32=(3,=0

Fig. 3 Physical meaning of the a and /3 coefficients
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and

The distortion error

eh = 6* - {JQ~" 6* -- DBQuQ

~6*-DB(iUI (14)

e.> {JQ- (Jl = DBQuQ-- Dli'u'
~D(BQ-Bl)ul (15)

From Eqs. (14) and (15). the error energy

norms corresponding to each error are given by

II e; 11'= ( (eh) TD 'ehdJ2 (16))Q

II e, 11
2 ~~ ( (eo) ID 'e,dS2 and (17))Q

II e, II = II e; II-d CS II (18)

(22)

(2Ia)

(2Ib)

~e= II e, lie/II e, Ilau

II e, Ila/!={~) e, II~/ E}~

3.1 Existing r-method
The mesh can be called optimal if all elements

in the domain share an equal magnitude of error.

Either Zienkiewicz-Zhu's error norm or the total
error energy norm suggested in this paper may

become a reasonable basis of the r-method. For

the sake of convenience, we will discuss the ele

ment size redistribution strategy based on the

total error energy norm.

In order to control the size of an element. we

introduce the rearrangement index ~e of the ele

ment as

2

(x;. Yi)=~/j(77)·(.fj' Yj) (23a)
j=l

1 11,(77)= 20-77). 12(77)='20+77) (23b)

position in order to control element area. In Sec.

3.2, a modified r-method will be presented in

order to reduce the computational time. At the

end of this section. the complete modified r

-method procedure will be shown.

where .fe• .Fe and A e are the coordinates at the

center and the area of element e respectively.

Also, m represents the number of elements sur

rounding the node i. For the node on the bound

ary shown in Fig. 4(b), we introduce linear

interpolation functions to be moved along the

boundary as ;

where II e, Iluu and II e, lie, respectively. are the
average error energy norm over the domain and

the total error energy norm of element e in Eq.

OS); E represents the total number of elements.

Therefore, the element for which ~e is larger than

1 should be adjusted to become smaller in size by

moving its nodal coordinates. and vice versa. At

these points. the relocation of nodes can be per

formed as shown in Fig. 4.

In the case of an inner node shown in Fig. 4

(a), the modification of the nodal coordinates is

given by;

(x;, y,)

= f{ (.fe, Ye)-~L}/f{+}
e-I A e e~' ..<1"

( 19)

(20)

3. Node Relocation Method
(r-method)

err= 6* - {JI

~~(6*--{J~) --r- ({JQ_{JI)

=eh + es

II e.. II ~c II e; + C S II <;; II e; il + II e, II
=11 etll

performed exactly. However. depending on the

shape (be it a parallelogram or an arbitrary

shape). some of the terms e, T/. e77. ~772 and e
T/ can not be equal to zero as shown in Fig. 3 (b)

~ (d). As a result. Eq. (13) differs from Eq. (II)

and this causes certain error (i.e., mapping error).

Therefore. we can define the discretizing error as

the sum of the size and the distortion error. as

given below:

The size error

In the previous section. we discussed several

error norms and derived the size and the distor

tion error norms. In this section, we will present

how these norms can be applied to find an opti

mal mesh with a given initial mesh. In Sec. 3· 1.
we will focus on the rearrangement of nodal

where II e, II represents the total error energy norm

in an element due to the discretization of the

domain. With these norms. it is possible to esti

mate the discretizing error over each element. It is

noted that the size and the distortion error in Eqs.

(14) and (15) are related to Zienkiewicz-Zhu's

error as follows:
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(a) Node inside the domain

1~4 Element number

I b) Node on the boundary of the domain

Ffg. 4 Nodes connected with elements of the domain

closer d. is to the zero, the nearer a mesh is to the

optimal mesh. At this point, it is possible to

prevent an excessively distorted shape or large

aspect ratio of an element by choosing the dis

placement criterion.

3.2 Modified rmethod
In the r-rnethod discussed 111 Sec. 3.1. an iter

ative scheme. which is called the j st loop in this

section, should be adopted to obtain the optimal

mesh. In other words, the finite element analysis

must be performed at every iteration step for the

error estimation. since all elements in the domain

were regenerated by modifying nodal coordinates.

As a result, much of total computation time is

usually consumed for the error estimate; the more

total degrees-or freedom, the more time for calcu
lation. This may cause some difficulties when

applying the r-method to practical and large

problems. However, the computational time can

be effectively reduced by modifying the r-rnethod.

The basic idea is to evaluate rearrangement

indices approximately without finite element com

putations, Then, with these approximated indices.

nodal coordinates are modified by Eqs, (22) and

(23). Thus, the total computation time, needed in

the r method, can be greatly reduced by repeated

ly applying this process to all nodes in the

domain, until certain convergence criteria are

satisfied. To distinguish this iterative scheme from

the [st loop, we call this the 2nd loop in this

section (See Fig. 5). We will discuss how to

approximate the rearrangement index below.

Assuming that the discretizing error is propor

tional to the element area (Zienkiewicz and

Taylor, 1989) at the k ' h iteration in the l st loop,

the rearrangement index of the element, newly

regenerated by modifying its nodal coordinates.

can be approximated by

(23c)

(24a)

(24b)

4 3
1

1 2

rli'" I ~c: ,I;'
llj~~a.\

where

I

I
I I I

~~] 1 I 2 [~~

where Xj and S'j are the center coordinates of an

element side on the boundary of the domain.

The optimal mesh can be obtained by repeated

ly applying Eqs. (22) and (23a) to each node

with rearrangement indices obtained from finite

element analysis, until the following convergence

criteria are satisfied.

For the convergence criteria, we consider two

kinds of items (i. e. the rearrangement index and

displacement); convergence is indicated if

(24c)
!;,j ·-1,/'>

I t .»
:=.i,l<
'>

(25)

In Eq. (24), the superscript !, and k + 1 are the

iteration numbers; d, represents the average

deviation of rearrangement indices; lImax is the

maximum nodal displacement of the domain. By

the definition of d, in Eq. (24c), it is said that the

where the superscript j in Eq. (25) is the number

of iterations in the 2nd loop. It is noted that the

rearrangement index of each element can be

evaluated only with the variation of area approxi

mately. This means that the error estimation
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discussed in Sec. 2 is not necessary and, thus, the

finite element analysis is not required any more

for the error estimation.

Excessive applications of this process, however,

may often generate severely distorted elements

due to the approximation of rearrangement in

dices. So, we employ the following criteria based

on the distortion error, given in Eq. (15), in the

2nd loop:

coordinates. but {uT', which was obtained in the

lst loop, remains constant. It is noted that the

distortion error norm II ex lie of an element is

evaluated at the center point of the element in the

local coordinate system. The whole procedure is

shown in Fig. 5.

4. Numerical Examples

where a and }'v'max are a constant and the rnaxt

mum allowable number of iterations in the 2nd

loop, usually ct=I.I~1.2 and l\~n"x 5~7,

respectively; the superscripts k , j are the numbers

of iterations in the I st and the 2nd loops respec

tively; d. is the average deviation of the distor

tion error, which is defined by

2<~:'=:1 e, (II e, lie) or
('s~J)(B(i B1)(uT'

Fig, 6 Cantilever beam d iscretized with distorted cle

ments t l.vH 8)

H64

L

-w-

2

We now choose a series of test examples to

demonstrate the effect of element shape on the

discretizing error and the performance of the

Table I Comparison with proposed error norms

and Zienk icwicz- Zhu's error norm accord

ing to element distortion

(a) \\ 0.0

(26)

(27)d" ('~I 11

-vherc

:lnd Element Number

87432
-----_.- ...~--

\'11 1.70 1.59 1.35 1.12 0.88 0.65 0.44 0.27

.\'" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

S'/ 1.70 1.59 1.35 1.12 0.88 0.65 0.44 0.27

SIZ 1.70 1.59 1.35 1.12 0.88 0.65 0.44 0.27
._---~-------

(b) w~cO.2

-_.._.------=------=,-==~--==

Element Number
--_.'------- -_.,,-

Finite Element Analysis

II ex

0)

In Eq. (27), (II ex lie) au is the average value of II ex

lie for all elements in the domain; strain matrices

[/1 and B Q are updated with modified nodal

.--- ---------

S'/, 1.07 1.04 0.86 0.71 0.55 0.40 026 0.16

~l,.." 0.59 0.63 0.53 0.43 0.34 0.24 0.14 0.04

S'/ 1.65 1.67 1.39 1.14 0.89 0.65 0.41 0.20

S'", 1.69 1.67 1.34 110 0_87 0.64 0.43 0.27

(c) w=O.5

Fhc 1st Loop

.Esumation of Discrcuzing
~ Error, cq (21 a)

Relocation of Nodes,
eqs. (22), (23a)

Approximate l.stimanon of
Discrettziug Error, cq

'Estunauon of Dis torti Oil
Error. cq. (27)

r-metbod

!The 2nd Loop

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Convergence
Check (2nd Loop).

eq (26)

No

Element Number

[ Yes 2 3 4 6 7 8
\10 Convergence

Check (I st Loop),
. cq. (24)

Stop

Fig. 5 Computational flow for the modified r-rnethod

------_._-----------

S'" 1.02 0.98 0.66 0.54 0.42 0.30 0.20 0.12

S'" 1.09 0.71 0.59 0.48 0.38 0.27 0.16 0.07

.\'/ 2. \I 1.69 1.25 1.03 0.80 0.57 0.36 019

S,IZ 2.15 1.09 0.89 0.70 0.52 0.36 0.22
-_.._--------
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modified r--method.

Figure 6 shows a cantilever beam under uni

form pressure at the right end. We introduce a

parameter w in order to illustrate only the effects

of element shape. For each value of w, the area of

an element is not changed, but only the shape of

each element is changed.

The comparison of the discretizing error norms,

which were separated into the size error and the

distortion error in this paper, with Zienkiewicz

-Zhu's error norm is given in Table I. In Table I,

S'h, S's, s. and S'z are defined as

S'h = II e; 1111I e, Ilav' S's= II e, II/II e, Ilav,
s. =11 e, II/II e, Ila" and

s'z=11 ecr II/II ecr Ilav (28)

where II e, Ilav and II e« Ilav are average values for

the total error energy norms and Zienkiewicz

-Zhus error norms of all elements in the analysis

domain.

In the case of rectangular elements (w~O.O) in

Table I (a), the distortion error is zero so that the

1--- -- _l!..__ -j

r~+i
. kJ - -- ;

(a) Initial mesh (b) Converged mesh

with r-method

(c) Converged mesh with

modified r -rnethod

Fig. 7 Initial and two converged meshes for the plate with a hole(a/r c20)

Error •

(a) Initial mesh

(b) r- method (c) Modified r-method

Fig. 8 Zienkiewicz-Zhu's error distributions of 3 kinds of meshes for the plate with a hole
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Table 2 Numerical results of r- and modified r-rnethods for the plate with a hole

-~~-~~~-~~--~I-- [;;""[m~h -1--- r-rnethod ! Modified r-rnethod
-- --- f---- -~3~~----

iteration Number 10 I

CPU Time rscc.) 4.72 I 2.03

_____~__~ ~ ~I~ ~L ~~~__ 1. ~~_~ _

Fig. 9 Convergence of stress co nccntrat ion factor for the

plate with a hole

total error energy norm and Zienkiewicz-Zhu's

error norm are exactly the same. As the shape,

however, of the element is distorted the distortion

error increases. The total error norms which are

defined by the addition of the size and the distor

tion error norms show similar distribution char

acteristics to Zienkiewicz .Zhu's error norms.

Therefore, in this example, we can conclude the

effects of element shape can be reasonably esti

mated with these distortion error norms.

In addition, it is noted that the distortion error

is dependent on where the element is located in

the domain. In the case of Table I (;1) or (b), all

elements have a different distortion error norm,

though these elements have the same distorted

shapes. This is because the distortion error in this

paper is based on the stress error.

The second example is the 2-D plate with a

circular hole. Fig . .., shows three kinds of meshes

for this problem: Fig. 7 (a) is the initial mesh and

Figs. 7(b) (c), respectively, are the meshes which

are obtained by the r-method and the modified r

-method. These two converged meshes have simi

lar characteristics of discretization; much larger

elements are regenerated along an outer bound-

(e) Converged mesh with modified 1 method

Fig. 10 Initial and two converged meshes of OJ Lvshaped

(h) Converged mesh with r-rnerhod

p!att:'

(a) luit ial ITIf"h of L shared plate

ary, whereas smaller elements are regenerated

near the hole due to stress concentration. Zienki

ewicz-Zhu's error norms for each mesh are also

shown in Fig. 8. In the initial mesh, the most high

error norms are concentrated near the hole.

However, by relocating the nodal coordinates, the

distribution of these error norms is improved (i.

e., initially higher error norms near the hole are

rapidly reduced.). The numerical results are gi ven

I
9 10 I

___J

modified

r-method

r-method

876

Iteration Number

4

rr
I ~
\ ~ 2
, ...
I §

u
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Error t
I

J
J :,~

(a ) Initial mesh

fig. 11 Zic nk iewicz-Zhu's erro r di str ibutiou- I'll! 3 kinds

of meshes fro m the Lv sh ap ed plate

(h) r - rnerho d (c) Modified r - metho d

( b ) r met h od

(a) In it ia l mesh o f a lu g

(b ) Co nverged IIIcsl1 with r -method

(e) C o nverged me sh with m od ified r - ruerhod

Fig. 12 In it ial and I WO co nverged me sh es o f a lug

In T able 2 where ds is the average de viati on fo r

the di stribution o f Zienk lewicz-Zhu 's error

norms; iteration numbers ar e counted in the l st

loop; C P U time based on IBM PC (Pentium

-90 Hz) is al so gi ven . Fi g . 9 s ho ws th e stress

co ncentrat ion facto rs a t th e hole. an d it a bo

Cd • lod ifi ed I ' method

Fig. 13 Z ien kiewicz-Zh u'< err o r d istrihut io ns fo r 3 kinds

o f mesh es fro m the lUI!

(a ) Illt ial mesh o f a cracked plat e

:3 -Efr~~~~ Ei t~~'
r---: '·-·-i
; -1--

(h) C on verged mesh wi th r - rnerhod

(c) Conver ged mesh with modified r- rnethod

Hg. 14 Initial a nd two co n verged mesh es of a cracked

pl ate
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Error t

(a) Initial mesh

Fig. 15 Zienkiewicz-Zhu's error distributions of 3 kinds
of meshes for the cracked plate

(b) r -rnethod (c) Modified r- method

(a) Model of a gear tooth (b) Initial mesh

(a) Initial mesh

Fig. 16 Initial and two converged meshes of a gear tooth
(r/t=2)

(b) r-rnethod (c) Modified r-rnethod

Fig. 17 Zienkiewicz-Zhu's error distributions of 3 kinds
of meshes for the gear tooth

Error1

(d) Converged mesh with
modified r-rnerhod

(c) Converged mesh with
r-rnethodillustrates that these two r-rnethods can be used to

improve finite element solutions. In the initial

mesh, the value of the stress concentration factor

at the hole is quite different with the exact value

3, but, by applying r--methods suggested in this

paper, the accuracy of a solution may be greatly

improved. As given in Table 2, much fewer itera

tion numbers and less CPU time are required in

the modified r-rnethod than in the existing r

-rnethod. Although the average deviation is

slightly larger in the modified r-rnethod than tn

the existing r-rnethod, the quality of the finite

element solution and the characteristics of discret

ization in the modified r--rnethod are nearly the

Table 3 Numerical results of r- and modified r-rnethods for the L-shaped plate
==== '0- c===-'=- r=='=~=~~========

Initial mesh r-method Modified r-method
-- -------~----------t---------_t_-------------+~-----------~

Iteration Number

CPU Time(sec.)

dg 0.36

II

5.87

0.18

3

2.42

0.21
___________________.---1. .---1.__~ ___"___ _

Table 4

Iteration Number

CPU Time(sec.)

d,-

Numerical results of r- and modified r-rnethods for the lug

,,"", m"h ~ _ em:;",," ._ ==r1===~==Od=l=f=je=d=4r=-=m=e=t=h=o=d==

- I 30.70 12.85

0.65 [ 0.42__ ___0.48
----

Table 5 Numerical results of r- and modified r-rnethods for the cracked plate

3

3.84

0.82

Modified r-rnethod

10

8.62

0.80

r method

Iteration Number

CPU Time(sec.)

d,

--tlnttla~ mesh

0.87
------------- --- -- --------------'-------------'----------
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Table 6 Numerical results of r- and modified r-methods for the gear tooth

~
J~-_~i:~ mesh r-rnethod M-~dIl~d=r=-=m=e=th=O=d==-

Iteration Number I 19 5

CPU Tirne rsec.) ~ 30.65 10.98

d, 0.76 0.39 I 0-44
_____ ---- ---~~ ~I__~ ------

same as those in the existing r-rnethod.

The results for various problems are illustrated

in Figs. 10-17 and Tables 3-6. From these, we

can conclude that the error norms in the initial

mesh can not only be reduced more effectively,

but a nearly optimum mesh can be obtained with

much less computation time (about 35-45% at

CPU time) by the modified r-rnethcd than by the

conventional r-rnethod.

5. Conclusions

The size and distortion error estimates, separat

ed from Zienkiewicz-Zhu's error estimator, are

presented in this paper for 2D 4-node isopar

ametric finite elements. These estimates can rea

sonably evaluate the error due to the discretiza

tion of the analysis domain, and can be easily

expanded to other types of 2D finite elements, i.

e., 8-node or 9-node isoparametric elements.

We can also improve the finite element solu

tions using the conventional r-rnethod with this

error estimator. However, there are some diffi

culties in the application of this r-rnethod to

practical problems because many iteration num

bers are required. By modifying the r -rnethod

with the distortion error proposed in this paper, it

is possible not only to reduce the number of

iteration efficiently, but also to obtain the near

-optirnal mesh which is similar to the mesh

obtained from the existing r-rnethod.
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